Our History and Purpose
San Antonio Pets Alive! (SAPA!) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit life-saving organization that focuses
on saving the lives of the dogs and cats already on the euthanasia list at the San Antonio city
shelter. We save these animals’ lives after all other options have been exhausted. Our vision
is to work as a partner with San Antonio Animal Care Services to make San Antonio a No-Kill
community!
In 2012, SAPA! launched its model of pulling animals at the city shelter who were kenneled,
awaiting euthanasia, to save their lives. In our now six-year history, SAPA! has saved the
lives of more than 45,000 dogs and cats. San Antonio Pets Alive! is the city’s premier lifesaving
partner. Our model saves the lives of dogs and cats no other rescue group or shelter will help;
puppies with parvo, orphaned kittens too young to survive without a mother, dogs considered
undesirable because of their size or physical characteristics, as well as thousands more hit by
cars who are diagnosed as heartworm positive or abandoned and stray with no home.
SAPA! maintains comprehensive programs including those for orphaned kittens and puppies,
a medical clinic, foster and adoption components, and our transport program. Our neonatal
care consists of a network of foster homes willing to take on the growing population of kittens
and puppies who still require bottle-feeding and medical care. In addition, SAPA! also has a
medical clinic where our animals receive treatment, vaccinations, spay/neuter surgery, and
preventative care before being placed at an adoption center. These adoption centers are found
within a local PetSmart as well as a local Petco store. Both locations operate with staff and
volunteers.
Finally, SAPA! operates the Headin' Home Transport Program where we select 20 to 70
large dogs to be transported to rescue partners in northern states who have available space
and a potential adopter waitlist. These dogs are pulled directly from Animal Care Services and
housed in temporary foster homes or boarding facilities before transport. This program assists
in finding homes for these dogs who would have otherwise been euthanized due to the
shortage of available space in other local and statewide rescue organizations and shelters.
All these programs collectively work to save lives on a daily basis in the San Antonio
community.
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The Headin’ Home Transport Program
The City of San Antonio (COSA) consistently experiences a pet overpopulation crisis. Large
dogs face the most adoption placement obstacles due to their size, physical appearance, or
breed. Even when these dogs are saved from euthanasia, they may continue to languish in
rescue and shelter environments, become long-term residents, and develop challenging
issues such as anxiety, depression, and aggression, thus reducing their adoptability.
Presently, COSA lacks other Texas-based organizations willing to take in larger breeds due to
lack of space, inability to provide the right amount of stimulation and exercise, and lack of
access to behavioral training and intervention to tackle these difficult problems.
SAPA! seeks to address responsible pet ownership with the utilization of our Headin’ Home
Transport Program. Specifically, the program relocates large dogs to available rescue
partners in the northern parts of the United States where they are quickly adopted because
of the lack of pet overpopulation issues in the area.
By doing this, the dogs are kept from becoming long-term residents of a chaotic shelter
environment and reduces the presence of fear-based aggression or frustration that can
manifest into bite incidents involving staff, volunteers, or the general public. Dogs that
develop these tendencies to bite and cannot be transferred to other rescues often have no
alternative to euthanasia. The transport program seeks to act as intervention before this
dangerous probability.

How It Works
Large dogs slated for transport are assessed medically and behaviorally to determine that
they fit the rescue partner guidelines and requirements for transferred dogs. They receive
updated health certifications, vaccines for issues such as bordatella (kennel cough), rabies,
and parvovirus, and are tested and evaluated for the presence of heartworm. Dogs will also
be microchipped, spayed or neutered, and then housed in a temporary foster home or
boarding facility until transport day.
The dogs then travel north and are matched to adopters. Most dogs are adopted within 1
week of arrival and, generally, the entire group is adopted within 2 weeks! SAPA! only sends
dogs who meet guidelines set by the receiving shelters, all of which are registered nonprofits.
Some of the partners that SAPA! works with include but are not limited to: Willamette Humane
Society, Spokane Humane Society, Kitsap Humane Society, Oregon Humane Society, Idaho
Humane Society, and Seattle Humane. SAPA! is constantly searching for new rescue partners
both local and out-of-state to further ensure the success of our program.
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Our Goals and Means of Evaluation
Due to the lack of local and statewide rescue organization availability, the Headin’ Home
Transport Program seeks to transport large dogs to northern states such as Washington,
Idaho, and Oregon to provide them with better opportunities to be adopted by responsible
families who are ready and willing to take on a new pet. This prevents these dogs from
developing issues associated with long-term shelter stays that reduces their adoptability.
Our goal is for the Headin’ Home Transport Program to send a minimum of 40 dogs on one
large transport per month in 2019. Though the total number of dogs may vary, we believe
that it is very possible to exceed this number with the right investment by funding partners
and local sponsors.
To ensure accurate record collection for success evaluation, SAPA! will collect the following:
o
o
o
o
o
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number of dogs that go on each transport
cost of each transport and boarding for each transport animal
names of the northern rescue partners the dogs are being sent to
number of dogs that go to each rescue partner
general breed information of each transported dog

All data is collected by SAPA!’s Director of Operations, Kate Powell, the transport coordinator,
Kaleigh Burke, and SAPA!’s data manager, Krystina Chandler. This information is collected on
a monthly basis. To do so, SAPA! utilizes the Shelterluv database to maintain our statistical
data. Information pertaining to SAPA!’s animal population, intake, outtake, medical history,
and adopter/foster families is maintained in this database. All reports are generated directly
from Shelterluv which is utilized by many large, successful animal welfare organizations and
shelters such as Best Friends, Austin Pets Alive!, and PAWS Chicago.
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Key Figures
Rebecca Mayberry - Executive Director – rebecca.mayberry@sanantoniopetsalive.org
Anna Lisa Garcia – Director of Development – annalisa.garcia@sanantoniopetsalive.org
Kate Powell - Director of Operations – kate.powell@sanantoniopetsalive.org
Kaleigh Burke - Transport Coordinator – kaleigh.burke@sanantoniopetsalive.org
Krystina Chandler - Data Manager – krystina.chandler@sanantoniopetsalive.org

Our Request and Rationale
The $25,000 will directly support the transport fees associated with the Headin’ Home
Transport Program.
Direct transport costs are $5,000 per month for the use of the transport vehicle and
contracted driver. For the year, this amount can come to $60,000.
A gift of $25,000 will underwrite 5 months of these direct transport costs.

Other Funders
PEDIGREE Foundation has provided a grant of
$10,000 to cover medical costs for the transport dogs.

The Faye L. and William L. Cowden Charitable
Foundation has also provided a grant of $10,000 to
cover medical costs for the transport dogs.
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Media Attachments

Transport days with the San Antonio Pets Alive! staff is always a busy time!
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Media Attachments

These dogs found their forever homes
after their transport up to our rescue
partners. They now live comfortably with
a family that can give them the love and
care that they deserve!
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Media Attachments
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San Antonio Pets Alive! was featured in Welcome Home Magazine! The organization continues
a great relationship with the publication who also features Adoption Spotlights in their monthly
magazines.
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